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31st International Panorama Council Conference
September 13 – 17, 2022, Luxembourg,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
Hosted by the Lëtzebuerg City Museum

Registration is now open!

The International Panorama Council formally invites you to join its 31st
International Panorama Council Conference at the Lëtzebuerg City Museum in
Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, September 13 - 16, 2022 with an
optional post-conference excursion on September 17, 2022.
The focus of this year's conference is Immersive Experience, From
Panorama to Extended Reality. We will start the conference with a virtual day
for virtual speakers and attendees on September 13 (Tuesday); welcome
events and dinner for in-person speakers and attendees on September 14
(Wednesday); conference sessions for for in-person speakers and attendees
on September 15-16 (Thursday and Friday); and the optional post conferencetour on September 17, 2022.
The conference will present a diverse range of session topics centered around
panoramic media including: Panoramas and Narratives of History, Immersive
Media and the Urban Experience and Panoramas and Narrative Experience on
the virtual day; Panoramas Viewed from the Archives, Old Panoramas and New
Immersive Media, New Immersive Approaches, The Business of Immersive
Experience, Immersive Transportations in Time and Space and Professional
Roundtable: Marketing and Sustainability for Panoramas Institutions in the inperson days.
Post-conference tour:
The post-conference tour- visits will depart on early in the morning, on Saturday
September 17, departure from Luxembourg, by coach to Belgium. First stop will
be Waterloo. The panorama of Waterloo has just joined the group of
institutional IPC members. This will be an opportunity to discover or rediscover
one of the 3 panoramas which have never left their original rotunda (1912). A
subsidy from the Walloon Region will enable the repair of the roof. Work should
begin in early September and it should be possible to understand the wooden
structure of the building. A rarity because elsewhere the metal has generally
been preferred to the latter. It will also be possible to see the facilities under the
platform allowing a better understanding of the false ground and access for
people with reduced mobility. The presence of the architect responsible for the
work has been requested. He had already been our guide in 2015.
Then head to Brussels and the site of the Cinquantenaire which houses the
Royal Museums of Fine Arts and History and the Royal Museum of the Army
and Military History connected by the splendid arcades. The first will reveal two
parts of panoramas rediscovered recently. The trace of the Panorama of Cairo
by Wauters had been lost for decades. The central part, that of the carriage of
the Archduke Rodolph of Austria and the Sultan has just been restored thanks
to the probity of an antique dealer in the South of France. During excavations in
the reserves in search of Cairo. A section of the Panorama of the Century, by
Gervex and Stevens was also found around the same time. About twenty other
fragments, even reduction are well located but it is nevertheless a remarkable
opportunity.
The buildings of the two museums have very large mosaics around their
perimeter in a semi-circle. The specialist in monumental art (walls, tapestries,
etc.) Jacqueline Guisset will decode them by contextualizing them as well as

the arcades of the building. From a hundred meters high, on the terrace, the
panorama of Brussels offers a breathtaking view of the old town on the one
hand and of the new arteries flanked by Art Nouveau and Art Deco residences.
Practical questions:
A minimum of participants is requested due to the instability of prices. The
participation fees will be limited to 100 euro including the lunch which will be
taken on the "Cinquantenaire" site. Details for the post-conference tour are
based on capacity and subject to change.
The visit will end at 3 p.m
Before resuming the direction of Luxembourg, the Bus in case of sufficient
demand could establish a connection to the station in the direction of Paris or
Brussels Airport.

The Panorama of the Battle of Waterloo and the Palais du Cinquantenaire.

Find below the preliminary information regarding the General Program,
Registration Rates, How to Register, In-person accommodations, Transport to
Luxembourg

- GENERAL PROGRAM
VIRTUAL DAY
In Central European Summer Time (CEST) - Luxembourg Local Time
● Day 1 |Tuesday, 13 September, 15:30-20:50
You will be able to convert the GMT schedule to your own time zone, city,
country. For manage your participation on this day we recommend to use
https://www.worldtimebuddy.com/

IN-PERSON DAYS
In Central European Summer Time (CEST) - Luxembourg Local Time
● Day 2 | Wednesday, 14 September, 13:30-21:00 (welcome events and
activities; dinner);
● Day 3 | Thursday, 15 September, 9:00-20:30 (conference sessions, breaks,
lunch and dinner);
● Day 4 | Friday, 16 September, 9:00-21:30 (conference sessions, coffee
breaks, lunch and dinner);
● Day 5 | Saturday, 17 September, 8:00-19:00 (optional post-conference tour)

- DETAILED PROGRAM
For the detailed program for all five days click here.

- REGISTRATION RATES
Day 1 Registration (includes Virtual Day 1 only)
● Speaker IPC Member 35 EUR
● Speaker Non-Member 45 EUR
● Attendee IPC Member 50 EUR
● Attendee Non-Member 75 EUR
● Student 55 EUR
Full Conference Registration (includes Virtual Day 1 and In-Person Days 2, 3 4,
plus optional Day 5 tour) Prices includes meals shown in General Conference
Schedule
● Speaker IPC Member 220 EUR
●
●
●
●
●

Speaker Non-Member 330 EUR
Attendee IPC Member 240 EUR
Attendee Non-Member 350 EUR
Student 200 EUR
Optional post-conference tour +100 EUR

- HOW TO REGISTER
Fill out the form to register for the conference:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LJsR8427HlIgtzqPFS-NrXN1Qt0y_OZy0mI61BzEDM/edit?ts=6289f4e6

If you are already and IPC member, to renew your membership, please
use this form:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1G07aieA-CLilK58cBFKOiWynFGoqt7PKv94D3Dcw3Y/edit?usp=sharing

If you are interesting to become an IPC new member, please use this
form:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16lUDMCwW4Ioqc4eYfcMnQvUGkurfp
hidZUPdWMc4ua0/edit?usp=sharing
Paypal or wire transfer instructions are inside the form.
Deadline for registrations: August 15, 2022.

- IN PERSON ACCOMMODATIONS
A limited number of hotel rooms have been reserved for registered conference
participants. Please make the booking directly with the hotels by e-mail
specifying that it is for “International Panorama Council 2022” or if you book on
the Hotel-website, you have to go under “Contact” and fill the field “message”
and mention that it is for “International Panorama Council 2022". The
contingent in both hotels will be kept until 20 August.
● Hotel Simoncini – 5 min walk to LCM
https://www.hotelsimoncini.lu/en/pages/home.html
Mail: simhotel@pt.lu
Rate for double rooms (single use) €150.00.
Period: 12-18 September 2022 (option reserved until 20 August).
Breakfast and taxes included.
• In case of no-show, the 1st night will be charged.
● Hotel Le Châtelet – 10 min walk/tram to LCM.
https://www.chatelet.lu
Mail: contact@chatelet.lu
Room rate 124€/night single occupancy (double occupancy +20€).
Period: 12-18 September 2022 (option reserved until 20 August).
Taxes, services and breakfast included.

Code "International Panorama Council 2022".
• Arrival possible between 2 p.m. and 9 p.m.
• Parking accessible according to availability, 10 places not bookable at the rate
of 15€/night-place.
Terms of cancellation: Concerning our free cancellation policy, this is until 48:00
the day before the day of confirmed arrival, by email or fax only. Beyond that,
the first night of the room not shown or cancelled late will be charged.

- TRANSPORT TO LUXEMBOURG
Luxembourg has an international airport (LUX), sometimes it is even more
convenient to book your flights directly to Luxembourg.

From Brussels (BRU) by train (+- 3,5 hours) bookable via www.cfl.lu
From Paris (CDG) by train & TGV (+-3 hours) bookable via https://www.sncfconnect.com
From Frankfurt (FRA) by train it will take at least 4,5 hours!

Please note that once in Luxembourg, public transportation (bus, train,
tram...etc) is free!!

- COVID-19 TRAVEL CONDITIONS
For those who will be traveling internationally in order to attend the conference,
we recommend bookmarking these sites and checking them regularly:

International Air Travel Association (IATA) Travel Centre at
https://www.iatatravelcentre.com/passport-visa-health-travel-documentrequirements.htm
Schengen Visa Info News at https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/news
Vist Luxembourg at https://www.visitluxembourg.com
For questions concerning the conference, please contact the SecretaryGeneral: secretariat@panoramacouncil.org.

IPC HAS A NEW INSTITUTIONAL MEMBER:
LE PANORAMA DE LA BATAILLE DE WATERLOO 1815
Marine Cailliau

Pictures of the Memorial and The Panorama of the Battle of Waterloo.

Louis-Jules Dumoulin (1860-1924): official painter of the French Navy in
the service of the field of battle.
French painter and photographer L.J. Dumoulin (1860-1924) was a landscape
painter and one of the most talented "panoramists" of his generation. Prior to
this panorama inaugurated for the centenary of the Battle of Waterloo, he had

composed in the course of his travels an around the world panorama. It was on
this occasion that the painter met the emissaries of King Leopold II of Belgium.
Made an Officer of the Legion of Honour in 1906, he was made commissioner
of the Colonial Exhibition in Marseille in the same year. In 1910 he drew closer
to Belgium by painting a Panorama of the city of Rio for the Brussels Universal
Exhibition. He was already studying the possibility of a work on the
confrontations of 1815. In competition with the painter Maurice Dubois,
Dumoulin obtained the support of major financial groups and began production
in 1912. For this Panorama of the Battle of Waterloo, he made the artistic
choice of depicting the battle at around 6 pm. It depicts the last great charges
of the French cavalry on the plateau of Mont-Saint-Jean. Marshal Ney, at the
head of 8,000 cavalrymen, accompanied by his aide-de-camp Colonel Heymès,
charges the formidable English squares.
The making of the Panorama canvas: an extraordinary account of the
battle of June 18, 1815.
Perfectly in line with French military painting, as embodied before him by
Géricault or Meissonnier, our Panorama is inspired, among others, by Aimé
Morot's Battle of Reichshoffen. The frontal approach to the cavalry charge also
bears witness to the influence of Lady Butler and her famous Scotland Forever
in 1881. Louis-Jules Dumoulin could not have carried out a work of this
magnitude alone. The Braine-l'Alleud archives attest to the participation of L.F
Malespina, a specialist in equine art, and P. Robiquet, caricaturist, animalist
and illustrator of historical scenes, as well as the portraitist Meyer. The Belgian
artist Vinck was asked to draw the foreground. The work was completed in less
than 10 months (the usual deadline for various panoramas); the painter
nevertheless became concerned about the delays that accumulated during the
construction of the Rotunda. In fact a minimum of eight days of drying were
necessary before the blank canvas could be laid. The topographical precision
of the work and its historical authenticity should be noted. Its dynamism and the
presence of many horses place the accent very much on the bravery of the
imperial cavalry. This emotion is thus faithfully retranscribed here, balanced out
by the summer luminosity, the blends and the natural colors. If the subsequent
repaints of the sky somewhat distort the stormy perception that was initially
intended, the attention to detail of Dumoulin and his acolytes is nevertheless
remarkable on a surface 110m long and 12.50m high.
Belgium: a leading player in the panorama phenomenon
Our Panorama is not the first, nor the only one representing the clashes of 18
June 1815. As early as 1818, a Panorama of the Battle of Waterloo was
presented in Brussels. It was the first work of this type in Belgium. In 1826, a
panorama entitled Mount Etna was inaugurated on the Place Saint-Michel (now

the Place des Martyrs in Brussels). Ten years later, the Salzburg panorama
travelled from Salzburg to Brussels and Antwerp. These were most of the time
only temporary projects. For example, a panorama at the Porte de Laeken
about the French Revolution, which was inaugurated in 1844, was destroyed in
1848. The figure of Napoleon is very often at the centre of these paintings.
After independence in 1830, Belgium produced many panoramas of the Empire
(Napoleon alive, visiting the tomb of the great Frederick in Potsdam, located in
Rue de la Colline in Brussels from 1834 to1835). Large panoramas, presented
as optical spectacles, were also in vogue in Antwerp, including a panorama of
the Mississippi at the end of the 1830s. This phenomenon was to spread
throughout the 19th century until 1880, on the occasion of the Independence
Jubilee, when a major national exhibition was organized to promote art and
industry. The Jourdain brothers, those great figures of panoramas, produced
numerous panoramic works for the capital Brussels in 1878.
Great artists joined in the game, such as Edouard Detaille and his panorama of
The Battle of Rézonville.
An example of the romantic vision of the Battle of Waterloo
The Panorama of the Battle of Waterloo is one of the most impressive
testaments of the Romantic period initiated by great literary figures of the 19th
century, particularly Victor Hugo for the Napoleonic period. The man who
completed Les Misérables during his visit to the battlefield evokes the sunken
path of Ohain and describes it in a way that gets close to the work of Dumoulin:
"The moment was dreadful. The ravine was there, unexpected, gaping, steep
under the horses' feet, two metres deep between its double slope; the second
row pushed the first, and the third row pushed the second; the horses rose up,
threw themselves backwards, fell on their rumps, slipped with all four feet in the
air, crushing and upsetting the riders, there was no way back, the whole column
was now nothing but a projectile, the force acquired to crush the English
crushed the French, the unrelenting ravine could only be filled in, and riders
and horses rode over it, crushing each other, creating one mass of flesh in this
abyss, and when this pit was full of living men, they were stepped on, and the
others passed right over them. Nearly a third of the Dubois brigade fell into that
abyss." The reality is quite different of course, but this romantic legend has
often prevailed over the truth of the battles. In any case, the charges led by the
French cavalry on 18 June are among the most famous in history, not only by
their intensity, but also by the number of horsemen engaged in the field. First
Marshal Ney, then Napoleon, later sending in support of the cavalry of the
Imperial Guard, sacrificed the mounted troops in a little over two hours.Imagine
for a moment these 32,000 or so hooves pounding the ground over a length of
only 800 metres...

https://www.waterloo1815.be

NEW YADEGAR ASISI'S PANORAMA
NEW YORK 9/11: WAR IN TIMES OF PEACE
Sebastian Oswald

The Panorama of NEW-YORK 9/11 of Yadegar Asisi. Pictures by Tom Schulze,
2022.

From 9 April 2022, Yadegar Asisi will be presenting ‘NEW YORK 9/11 – War in
times of peace’ at the Panometer Leipzig. The anti-war project reflects on the
September 11 attacks and the immense global impact they have had.
The exhibition leads chronologically from the present day back through the last
20 years to 11 September 2001. Five installations depict the effects of the
events that often go overlooked: the suffering caused in the countries in the
Middle East that were ravaged by war; the enormous monetary cost of the ‘war
on terror’; the fate of refugees and contemporary witnesses; the nameless
victims of fighting, torture and persecution as direct results of 9/11. The
imposing installations offer an insight into the human suffering that is frequently
forgotten in a culture of remembrance that focuses chiefly on the West.
Yadegar Asisi highlights existential questions about our attitude towards war
and violence: why do we respond to terrorism with wars of aggression? How do
we deal with refugees and people who have been displaced? Why do we forget
war and suffering so quickly when they do not directly affect us?
At the end of the chronological exhibition, the NEW YORK 9/11 panorama
shows the scene at the World Trade Center on the morning of 11 September
2001 at 8:41 am, five minutes before the attacks. In the knowledge of the
tragedy that is about to unfold, the snapshot of the morning hustle and bustle in
multicultural Manhattan seems almost utopian.

Technical details of the panorama are: One of the world’s largest 360° artworks,
done on a 1:1 scale; Image size: approx. 3,500 m²; Length: over 110 m (around
the length of a football field); Height: approx. 32 m (around the height of a 10storey building); Weight: approx. 650 kg; Material: polyester, printed using
sublimation printing; Approx. 4,750 m of stitched thread, equivalent to the
distance from the Panometer Leipzig to the Old Town Hall.
‘NEW YORK 9/11 – War in times of peace’ is Yadegar Asisi’s fourth anti-war
project, following on from LEIPZIG 1813, THE WALL and DRESDEN 1945, and
applies his unique perspective on the world to the conflicts of recent years.

YADEGAR ASISI'S DRAWING LECTURES ON YOUTUBE
Sebastian Oswald

https://www.youtube.com/asisiyadegar

Yadegar Asisi's YouTube Drawing Channel and Making of pictures, 2022.

In his ongoing video series "sehen&gestalten" (seeing and creating), Yadegar
Asisi reflects on drawing, his panoramic art, being human and the challenges of
our time. More than hundred episodes offer a wide variety of topics focusing on
imparting perspective, drawing techniques and the mindset to master the craft.

BOURBAKI PANORAMA:
PATRICK DEICHER IS THE NEW PRESIDENT OF THE BOURBAKI
PANORAMA FOUNDATION IN LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND
Patrick Deicher

The Board of Trustees has elected the historian and museum specialist Patrick
Deicher as the new President of the Bourbaki Panorama Lucerne Foundation in
Switzerland. He took office on January 1, 2022 and succeeded Beatrice
Richard.
Patrick is an active member of IPC's Advisory Group. From 2003 to 2013 he
acted as the Secretary-General and from 2013 to 2017 as the Treasurer to the
International Panorama Council.
With Patrick Deicher from Lucerne, the previous Vice President will take over
the helm of the foundation. He has been closely associated with the Bourbaki

Panorama for over 20 years and ever since worked for the foundation in
various functions. From 2000 to 2007 he worked as the curator of the museum.
The historian and Business economist is the former head of the Bruder Klaus
Museum in Sachseln and was a member of the city parliament of Lucerne.
Since 2009 he is a management consultant for public administrations and nonprofit organizations at BDO Ltd. in Lucerne. There he heads the Non-Profit
Organizations department for Switzerland. From 2011 to 2021, he was also a
member of the Board of Trustees of the Panorama Altoetting Foundation,
Germany.
Additional information about the Bourbaki Panorama Foundation: The Bourbaki
Panorama Foundation is the owner and operator of the panorama and of the
major part of the property. The goals of the foundation are to preserve the
historic circular painting from 1881 and to maintain the heritage protected parts
of the existing building from 1889, as well as to guarantee access to the public.
In addition, the diversity offered by the “Center for Media, Culture and
Interaction” is intended to enrich the cultural life and the touristic significance of
Lucerne. In order to finance these objectives, the Foundation has established
commercial and free-market criteria for the business and leisure premises
located on its property.
https://www.bourbakipanorama.ch

BOURBAKI PANORAMA:
POPE FRANCIS SEES A SCENE OF BOURBAKI PANORAMA
Patrick Deicher

The President of the Swiss Confederation, Ignazio Cassis, was in Rome on

May 6, 2022, for the swearing-in ceremony of the new members of the
Pontifical Swiss Guard (the Pope's personal guard since 1506, actually
composed of Swiss citizens). On the same day he had his official state visit to
the Pope and opened an Embassy of Switzerland in the Vatican. The guest gift
of the President of Swiss Confederation was a special one: the Pope received a
reproduction of a scene of the Bourbaki Panorama. The scene of humanitarian
message help of the civilian population for suffering soldiers has, unfortunately,
also great significance today.

BOURBAKI PANORAMA:
CHANGES AT THE CONSERVATORS-RESTORERS TEAM
Patrick Deicher

The conservator-restorer Liselotte Wechsler has left the team. We thank for her
work and commitment. Alongside head conservator Christian Marty, Susanna
Pesko-Bonoli is now on board.

BOURBAKI PANORAMA:
FOUNDATION PANORAMA ALTÖTTING
VISITING BOURBAKI PANORAMA AND PANORAMA EINSIEDELN FRIENDSHIP VISIT AND PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE
Patrick Deicher

Panorama Einsiedeln group photo. Picture by Gabriele Koller, 2022.

At the end of May 2022, a delegation of the Foundation Board of the German
Jerusalem Panorama Crucifixion of Christ Altötting visited the city of Lucerne in
Central Switzerland for several days. The visit was jointly initiated by the
President of the Foundation Board of the Panorama Altötting, Mr. First Mayor
Stephan Antwerpen and by the former member of the Foundation Board of
Altötting and current President of the Foundation Board of the Bourbaki
Panorama Lucerne, Patrick Deicher.
In addition to the tourist program with visits to various museums and leisure
activities, the time was also used for an intensive professional exchange
between the institutions. [During a half day] The group visited the Bourbaki
Panorama, where they were not only introduced to the content of the
panorama, but also had the opportunity to take a look behind the scenes. There
they were introduced to the challenges of conservation and restoration of the
Lucerne Panorama. Patrick Deicher also explained the special business model:
the Bourbaki Panorama cannot finance itself through admission fees. It is
cross-financed by renting out parts of its properties: for example, the building
houses five movie theaters, a bar/bistro, an art gallery, a watch store, and the
municipal library.
In Lucerne, the group also visited the large diorama painting (semicircular
panorama) in the Alpineum Museum as well as other museums.
The return day included a visit to the Jerusalem Panorama Crucifixion of Christ

in Einsiedeln. The President of the Panorama Society, Max Fuchs, guided the
group through the Panorama and explained current challenges of restoration.
Here, among other things, the entire optical apparatus with velum and sun sails
will soon need to be replaced. There was also an intense discussion about
advertising for the Panorama, which shares the theme with the German
Jerusalem Panorama which is also located at a pilgrimage site, and thus has
similar challenges to overcome. Max Fuchs also explained the Einsiedeln
business model: it is increasingly based on cross-financing through the renting
of apartments in a newly built apartment block on the Panorama site.
The delegation from Altötting welcomed the visit as a most fruitful event to
receive impulses for the work on and with its own Panorama.
Visits such as this prove that the networking of the panoramas is very
important. Exchange ideas with your sister institutions and learn from each
other. Go out and visit your sister institutions!

PANORAMA OF THE BATTLE OF MORAT (I)
Gaston-François Maillard

Dear friends, members of IPC, supporters and donors,
After five years of striving to save from oblivion the Panorama of the Battle of
Morat, a major symbol of Swiss unity (with the aid of Lorraine and Alsace) at
the time of the Battles of Burgundy in the 15th century , I retired as active
President of the Association of Friends of the Panorama of the Battle of
Morat-1476. The renewed Committee, however, asked me to remain as a
member when the new President, Andreas Fink of Morat, assumed office.
These are the principal activities of the Association AFPM/AAPM from 2016 to
2022:
● Two special editions of the historical revue “Passé simple” edited by Justin
Favrod;
● Travelling exhibition with illustrations of scenes from the Panorama at 13
sites in Switzerland;
● Finance of a feasibility study "Swiss Panorama Morat" by the museologist
Thématis, Vevey emphasising the importance of adding to the permanent
exhibition of the Panorama itself a modern immersive audio-visual presentation;
● Gift to the Cultural Service of the Canton of Fribourg of eleven works given

by the son of the Secretary General of the “Centre d’Etudes BurgundoMédianes”, José Clément, Namur, Belgium;
● A gift to the Cantonal University Library of some 50 works, a special
collection on the subject;
● Support of Emile Mermillod in his Master’s project in architecture,
EPFL/Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale Lausanne , on a Rotunda for the
Panorama at Morat;
● Financial support to Morat Tourism for the immersive exhibition of the
Panorama 2021-2023;
● Three conferences given by our members (2019 Istanbul , 2020 Atlanta ,
2021 Bursa plus another planned in Luxemburg for 2022) at the conferences of
the International Panorama Council (IPC);
● Reception of a letter of support for our projects from the President of the IPC;
● Financial support for a project to digitalise the Panorama by the Laboratory
of Experimental Museology, EPFL ( Prof.Sarah Kenderdine EPFL, Daniel
Jaquet, University of Bern and Foundation for the Panorama of the Battle of
Morat). The AFPM should figures as sponsor in addition to the City of MoratMurten , the Foundation (owner of the Panorama), the Cultural Service of the
Canton of Fribourg , the “Loterie Romande” and others. (Total cost around 1
Million CHFr).
All these works of the AFPM has been possible thanks to your support and we
thank you most sincerely.
We are now only four years from the 550th celebrations (March and June 2026)
to mark the events that changed totally the map of Europe and resulted in the
progressive extension of the Swiss Confederation into the French-speaking
parts of Switzerland.
We still need funds through subscriptions and gifts if we are to succeed in
saving this beautifull Panorama. NB A noteworthy fact: The 1893 Morat-Murten
Panorama is, with the 1814 Wocher-Marquart in THUN, the 1881 Bourbaki in
LUCERNE, the 1893/1962 Curcifixtion of Christ in EINSIEDELN, the number
4th of 19th century Panoramas in Switzerland! A Unique rich World’s Heritage!
I count on your support and hope that you will contribute to saving this

masterpiece for posterity.
Gaston-François Maillard,
Honorary President AFPM.
To Contribute :
Association des Amis du Panorama Morat-1476
p.a. Les Biolettes 17
CH 1772 GROLLEY-Fribourg
IBAN : CH32 0076 8300 1398 6010 1
Banque Cantonale, Agence de MORAT

PANORAMA OF THE BATTLE OF MORAT (II)
Gaston-François Maillard

The Panorama of Morat was exhibited in 2002 at the Swiss National Exhibition
(Expo.02) in Morat in Jean Nouvel’s Monolith, but only for 4 months after which
it was dismantled. After twenty years of storage in a secret military warehouse,
the Panorama was transported to the Swiss Federal University of Technology
(EPFL) in Lausanne on 13 June 2022, thanks to the Swiss Army. The three
rolls, each of 500 kg, arrived at the EPFL in good health, without mold. The
work to digitize the whole Panorama by the Laboratory of Experimental
Museology of Prof. Sarah Kenderdine will begin shortly. The first installment of
the budget of one million Swiss Francs is guaranteed thanks to the following
sponsors:
The Swiss Confederation, the Canton of Fribourg, the City of Morat, the Göhner
Stiftung, the Loterie Romande, the Association of Friends of the Panorama of
Morat, the Foundation of the Panorama of the Battle Morat.

A VISIT TO THE 1877 PLEVEN PANORAMA IN BULGARIA
Jean-Claude Brunner

The 1877 Pleven Panorama in Bulgaria: rotunda building and the painting.
Pictures by Jean-Claude Brunner, 2022.

Twenty years ago, the IPC Conference of 2002 took place in Pleven, Bulgaria,
to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the panorama painting there, itself created
to commemorate the centenary of the 1877 battle of Pleven between Russian,
Bulgarian, and Romanian forces against the Ottoman Empire. While the
panorama painting looks to be in good shape, the concrete building would
benefit from some repair and maintenance.
Like an alien spaceship landed on a hill overlooking the city of Pleven, the
concrete brutalist structure from the Soviet era stands in marked contrast to the
panorama painting within, which depicts the battle in a heroic style reminiscent
of the late 19th century of gallant officers and charging horsemen, at odds with
the lethality of near-modern warfare. The panorama shows the third battle of
Pleven on 11th September 1877 where Russians, Romanians and Bulgarians
attacked the Turkish defenders from three sides. Partially successful, the attack
proved extremely costly in casualties. Thus, the Russians changed both
command and approach. The new Russian commander besieged the
defenders who capitulated only on 10th December 1877. This led to the end of
Ottoman occupation and, ultimately in 1908, an independent Bulgarian state.
A visit of the panorama and the city of Pleven is a great one-day excursion from
Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria. Pleven features an attractive pedestrian area of

parks, monuments, and cafés leading up to the hill around which the battle took
place and where the panorama building now stands. In five years, the
panorama will be able to celebrate its 50th anniversary.
http://panorama-pleven.com/index.php?option=content&task=view&id=2

1809 WALK-IN MINI-PANORAMA BASED ON J. F. MORGENSTERN’S
SKETCHES IN THE FRANKFURT HISTORICAL MUSEUM, GERMANY
Jean-Claude Brunner

A walk-in mini-panorama based on J. F. Morgenstern’s sketches.
Picture by Jean-Claude Brunner, 2022.

More and more city museums re-discover their lost panoramas and use
surviving artefacts (such as guide booklets or souvenirs) to recreate miniature
versions or representations of the city view. Since the opening of the new
permanent exhibition in 2017, Frankfurt Historical Museum presents Johann
Friedrich Morgenstern’s lost 1809 panorama of the city in a composite of his
sketches and an overview of the panorama on the floor as a walk-in visitor
attraction. Object description (in German) in the online catalog:

https://historisches-museum-frankfurt.de/de/node/33922

THE BATTLE OF ATLANTA PANORAMA IN YOUTUBE
Gordon Jones

Frame of YouTube video with Chris Mackowski and Gordon Jones, 2022.

The Battle of Atlanta panorama is featured in a new video made by the
American Battlefield Trust, a national historic preservation charity. This 27minute program features historian Chris Mackowski (emergingcivilwar.com) and
Gordon Jones (Atlanta History Center) discussing the “back story” of the
famous 1886 painting. As with all its videos, the Trust shot this one in a single
take to capture the “spontaneous” feeling of an actual in-person tour!
Fortunately, as the pandemic eases, The Battle of Atlanta has helped to drive
in-person visitation back to the Center.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vb3l1MVojy4

VELASLAVASAY PANORAMA DEBUTS "FILM IN RESIDENCE"
SCREENING SERIES
Sara Velas and Ruby Carlson

Unrequited Love at the Velaslavasay Panorama.

In June 2022 the Velaslavasay Panorama debuted a new series called “Film In
Residence”. Curated by Ruby Carlson and Sara Velas, “Film-In-Residence” is a
casual film screening program where guests are invited to tour the exhibits of
the Velaslavasay Panorama for the first half hour and selected films have a
four-week run with an accompanying temporary exhibit. For the inaugural
display, the Velaslavasay Panorama is collaborating with Tech Museum at
Dragon Manor to present an exhibit of early 21st century cell phone technology.
The debut film in the series is Unrequited Love (2006) directed by Chris Petit.
Based on the memoir/novel Unrequited Love: On Stalking and Being Stalked by
Gregory Dart, Unrequited Love is a cinematic essay on stalking in the early
21st century and how technology facilitates obsession and the obliteration of
privacy with the help of surveillance, filmmaking and literature in the modern
city.
A woman (played by writer Rebecca Marshall) meets a man (played by writer
Gregory Dart) and is consumed with love for him. She is convinced their love is
mutual and that his efforts of distancing himself are symptoms of a shameful
emotional crisis—on his part. This is not a usual love story. These perfect
strangers rarely occupy the frame at the same time; they cross the city alone,
through plazas and car parks, reading books in semi-abandoned bistros. Chris
Petit sets the scene of their one-sided relationship in glass reflections,
elevators, business hallways and anonymous train stations, much like CCTV

cameras lie in wait, as Petit says as narrator of the film, “for the crime to be
committed”.
Haunted by writers like Jean Rhys and filmmakers Hitchcock and Antonioni as
much as by technology or the unwanted affection of a jilted lover, Unrequited
Love mates what Petit identifies as “the notion of control at the heart of cinema”
with a camera that moves without sophistication, as if guided by some artless
machine, to create idyllic moments of “film liberated from film grammar”. This
film and the Phones from the “Unrequited Love” Era exhibit highlight the
Velaslavasay Panorama’s strong commitment to media archeology from many
eras.
Film-In-Residence: Unrequited Love
Saturdays, June 25th - July 16th, 2022 at the Velaslavasay Panorama
Tickets: $10 General / $5 VPES Members
Doors open: 3:30pm, Tour the exhibits: 3:30pm - 4:00pm, Film: 4:00pm 5:30pm
www.panoramaonview.org
“Film-In-Residence” series curated by Sara Velas and Ruby Carlson of the
Velaslavasay Panorama. Phones from the “Unrequited Love” Era exhibit
curated by Sara Velas and Ruby Carlson of the Velaslavasay Panorama, in
participation with the Tech Museum at Dragon Manor.
Write up on arts•meme

XXL Paper: Big, bigger, biggest!
Suzanne Wray

In the summer of 2022, the Rijksmuseum will be displaying a magnificent
panorama measuring 23 meters long and 180 cm high. Its provenance and
function will be investigated.
About the project
During preparations for the move of the museum storage from Lelystad to the
new Netherlands Collection Centre in Amersfoort six rolled up European
landscapes were photographed that had probably not been unrolled since
1962. The panoramas were probably made in the mid-19th century. Two are
printed on a hand-painted background and were probably made by the French
company Zuber & Cie. The other four are entirely hand-painted. It is not known
who made these panoramas or the purpose they served. The research focuses

on the largest of the panoramas, 23 meters in length, displaying a magnificent,
entirely hand-painted Mediterranean landscape.
Aim of the project
The panorama will be investigated in preparation for the XXL Paper exhibition
in the summer of 2022, necessitating a combination of art-historical, archival
and scientific research. The areas in the panorama that have been wet at some
stage in the past and have thus become damaged and moldy, will be conserved
and cleaned.
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/whats-on/exhibitions/xxl-paper

DR. MIMI COLLIGAN APPOINTED A MEMBER
OF THE ORDER OF AUSTRALIA
Theatre Heritage Australia and Sara Velas

The IPC and Theatre Heritage Australia would like to congratulate Dr Mimi
Colligan on being appointed a Member of the Order of Australia (AM) in the
2022 Australia Day Honours.
The award has been bestowed for 'significant service to community history, and
heritage preservation'.
A founding member of Theatre Heritage Australia (originally Victoria Theatres

Trust) in 1995, and long-time Committee member, Mimi also served as
President (2015-2017) and Vice President (2013-2015). In 2019, on her
retirement from the Committee, she was presented with a THA Lifetime
Member certificate. A longtime Executive Board Member of the International
Panorama Council, she was awarded the title of Honorary Member by the IPC
in 2017.
Mimi's contribution to our understanding and appreciation of Australian
history—and Australian theatre history in particular—has been profound. In
addition to publishing dozens of articles in THA's On Stage Magazine, she has
authored numerous books, notably Circus and stage: the theatrical adventures
of Rose Edouin and GBW Lewis (2013) and Canvas documentaries: panoramic
entertainments in nineteenth-century Australia and New Zealand (2002). In
addition, she has contributed essays to leading Australian and international
scholarly publications, presented conference papers, and curated exhibitions of
theatre history.
She is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society of Victoria; an Adjunct Research
Fellow with the National Centre for Australian Studies at Monash University; a
former Board Member of the International Panorama Council; and a former
member of the Victorian Working Party and contributor to the Australian
Dictionary of Biography.
As a champion of Australian theatre history, mentor, colleague and friend, the
IPC and Theater Heritage Australia are delighted that Mimi’s important and
continuing contribution has been recognised by the receipt of an Australia Day
Award.
Congratulations Mimi!
https://theatreheritage.org.au/on-stage-magazine/news/item/760-mimi-colliganaward

IPC JOURNAL
VOLUME 5 IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRINT-ON-DEMAND VERSION
Seth Thompson

Cover of the International Panorama Council Volume 5, 2022.

Dear Panorama Community,
I am pleased to inform you that you may now order a print-on-demand copy of
the International Panorama Council Journal, Volume 5 for € 22.06. Below is
the link:
https://www.peecho.com/checkout/151580400518118010/
1099551/international-panorama-council-journal-volume-5
The free downloadable electronic version of the International Panorama

Council Journal, Volume 5 may be accessed using the following link:
https://panoramacouncil.org/pics/files/documents/IPC_Journal_Volume_5.pdf
You may also find information regarding IPC's journal and other publications at:
https://panoramacouncil.org/en/publications/
Thank you and I hope you enjoy the impressive work of our journal contributors!
Kind Regards,
Seth Thompson
Editor-in-Chief
International Panorama Council Journal, Volume 5

IPC BOOK
MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE - THE MAGIC OF THE PANORAMA
IPC Executive Board

More than Meets the Eye: The Magic of the Panorama Book Cover.

The International Panorama Council is pleased to announce the book More
than Meets the Eye – The Magic of the Panorama is available to be ordered

directly from Büro Wilhelm Publishing (Germany). If ordering from outside
Germany, the publisher will inform about shipping cost before confirming sale.
More than Meets the Eye – The Magic of the Panorama is a publication of the
International Panorama Council edited by Gabriele Koller. It includes essays by
29 authors who take a look at the panorama phenomenon from different angles
and perspectives – all of them united by the fascination with the magic of the
art form which offers more than meets the eye.
The contributors are: Sylvia Alting van Geusau, Yadegar Asisi, Molly Catherine
Briggs, David Brill, Mimi Colligan, Patrick Deicher, Alexey Druzhinin, Moritz
Fehr, Antoine Fontaine, Erkki Huhtamo, Ralph Hyde, Yunhui Ji, Gordon L.
Jones, Patrizia Kern, Gabriele Koller, Machiko Kusahara, Michael Kutzer,
Thiago Leitão de Souza, Gregory Kahn Melitonov, Blagovesta Momchedjikova,
Stephan Oettermann, Denise Blake Oleksijczuk, Lyubov Proshina, Kelly Pyle,
Guy Thewes, Seth Thompson, Sue Truman, Sara Velas, Suzanne Wray.
Edited by Gabriele Koller
Amberg/Germany, Buero Wilhelm Verlag, 2019
ISBN: 978-3-948137-08-3
184 pages, 165 (mainly colour) illustrations
A4 landscape format
Price: 27,00 Euro (without shipping)*.
Hotlink to the book contents:
https://panoramacouncil.org/pics/files/documents/Contents%
20page%20MORE%20THAN%20MEETS%20THE%20EYE.pdf
Hotlink to order the book More than Meets the Eye – The Magic of the
Panorama directly from Büro Wilhelm Publishing:
https://www.buero-wilhelm-verlag.de/buecher/literatursachbuch/more-thanmeets-the-eye-the-magic-of-the-panorama/
*For international shipments, the estimated shipping costs up to 5 kilograms
(the weight of one copy of the book is 1.1 kilogram, so it should be possible to
order up to 3 or maybe even 4 copies, depending on the weight of packaging,
within the 5 kilogram limit) are provided by zone:
1) Shipping Zone 1: 18,00 Euro
EU - Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark (except Faroe Islands, Greenland), Estonia,
Finland (except Åland Islands), France (except overseas territories and
departments), Greece (except Mount Athos), Ireland, Italy (except Livigno and

Campione d'Italia), Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco,
Netherlands (except non-European territories), Austria, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Sweden, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain (except Canary Islands, Ceuta
and Melilla), Czech Republic, Hungary, Cyprus (except northern part); for DHL
Express, different zones apply in some cases.
2) Shipping Zone 2: 30,00 Euro
Great Britain and Northern Ireland (except Channel Islands), Switzerland
3 ) Shipping Zone 3: 31,00 Euro
Rest of Europe (excluding countries in zones 1, 2 and 4).
4) Shipping Zone 4: 32,00 Euro
Russian Federation
5) Shipping Zone 5: 38,00 Euro
United States of America (USA)
6) Shipping Zone 6: 39,00 Euro
North America (without USA), North Africa, Middle East, parts of Asia
7) Shipping Zone 7: 44,00 Euro
China, People's Republic of
8) Shipping Zone 8: 47,00 Euro
Asia (without People's Republic of China), Latin America, Central and South
Africa,
Australia, Oceania
These shipping costs are listed for February 2022.
+ packaging and customs declaration 4,- Euro.
+ in each case + 19 % VAT

To submit content for the next International Panorama Council Newsletter,
please write to: secretariat@panoramacouncil.org
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